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3.4.  Tangent to cubic 
 
At the right is the graph of the cubic equation  

y = x2(6–x) 

together with a line which passes through the origin and is 
tangent to the curve.  The problem is to find the slope of the 
line.  
 
This is an interesting enough calculus problem, but what is it 
doing here?  Well, the ideas of the past two sections suggest 
some nice strategies.  One of these, of course, is to move the 
line parallel to itself and ask for the number of intersections 
with the curve––the idea being that the line we are after is the 
one that has only one intersection with the curve.  Well, not 
quite––don’t forget about the intersection at the origin.  I 
guess in this case, it’s the line that has exactly two intersec-
tions with the curve.  However, in the last section we knew 
the slope of the line and here we don’t––in fact that’s what 
we are trying to find.  
 
There’s another way to vary the line which is more suited to 
this problem, and that’s to rotate it.  About what?  About the 
origin of course. 
 
 
The geometric analysis 
 
Study the picture.  We now have a family of lines all of 
which pass through the origin, each of which is obtained by 
rotating the tangent line through some angle.  The tangent 
line intersects the cubic curve exactly twice, once at the ori-
gin and once at the point of tangency.  Lines which are 
slightly less steep intersect the curve three times, and lines 
which are slightly steeper will intersect the curve only once–
–at the origin.  Our target line is the “transitional” case. 
 
If we do the algebra for all this we might come up with a 
condition on the slope of this transitional line. 
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What is the slope of this line?  
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The algebraic analysis 
The family of lines through the origin is described by the 
equation  

y = mx 

where m is the slope of the line.  
 
To get hold of the intersections, we equate the y-values:  

x2(6–x)  =  mx. 

Now we want exactly two intersections, so we want the value 
of m for which this equation has exactly two solutions.  
 
At first glance it looks like this might be hard to settle.  The 
equation is “cubic” in x––that is, the highest power of x is x3–
–so the quadratic formula is not going to be available.   
 
But on second thought we see that we can cancel x from both 
sides, and get: 

x(6–x)  =  m 

which is now a quadratic equation: 

–x2 + 6x – m  =  0 

x2 – 6x + m  =  0 

and using the quadratic formula, we get: 

2
4366 mx −±

= . 

Okay let’s take stock.  We wanted exactly two solutions.  But 
there are lots of values of m which will give two solutions to 
the above equation––any value which makes the discriminant  
D = 36–4m  positive.  So what went wrong? 
 
The problem came when we canceled the x.  The original 
equation x2(6–x) = mx had the solution x=0 for every value 
of m (of course––every line passed through the origin) but 
the new equation does not (except for m=0).  In canceling 
the x, we lost the solution x=0.  
 
So when we canceled the x, we needed to say: okay, the first 
equation always has the solution x=0, fine, we’ll put that 
aside and count “one,” and that means we want the new 
equation to have exactly one solution.  
 
And that will happen when the discriminant is zero: 

D = 36–4m  =  0 

and that happens when  m=9.  So that must be the slope of 
the tangent.   

Whenever you want to cancel 
something from both sides of an 
equation, pay attention to the 
consequences! In simplifying 
the equation you have also 
changed it.  And in doing so, 
you may well have lost a solu-
tion––it may be that the first 
equation had a solution that the 
second one doesn’t. 

There’s an elegant way to ana-
lyze this equation which is more 
immediate than the discriminant 
approach we use here. Think 
about the graph   

y=x(6–x). 

How many intersections does it 
have with a general horizontal 
line of height m?  [Problem 4] 
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Here the natural choice for the 
parameter is the slope m of the 
line.  

We've solved the problem.  The tan-
gent has slope 9. 
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Problems   
 
1.  At the right is the graph of the parabola 

y = (x–1)(4–x) 

together with a line which is tangent to the curve at the ori-
gin.   
(a)  Use the above strategy to find the slope of the line.  
(b)  Is there another line through the origin which is tangent 
to the curve?  If so, what is its slope? 
 
 
 
2.  At the right is the graph of the cubic equation  

y = x(1–x)(2–x) 

together with two lines through the origin, one of which is 
tangent to the curve at the origin and the other of which is 
tangent to the curve at another point.  Use the above strategy 
to find the slope of both lines.   
[Answer: m=2 and m=1/4]  
 
 
3.  Draw the circle with centre on the x-axis at the point (2,0) 
and radius 1.  Now draw a line through the origin tangent to 
the circle.  The problem is to find the slope of the line. 
(a)  Solve the problem using the methods of Euclidean ge-
ometry. 
(b) Solve the problem using the approach of this section.  
Find the equation of the circle and of the family of lines 
through the origin, and then ask for the condition that there 
be one intersection.   
 
 
4.  In terms of the parameter m, how many solutions does the 
following equation have?   

x(6–x)  =  m 

This is exactly the equation we needed to solve in the Exam-
ple, and we used a discriminant analysis.  But isn't there a 
simpler way?  Draw the graph of the parabola  

y  =  x(6–x) . 
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